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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to study the Electro discharge machining process. EDM has been an important manufacturing process for the
tool, mould, and dies industries for several decades. The process is finding an increasing industrial use owing to its ability to produce
geometrically complex shapes as well as its ability to machine hard materials that are extremely difficult using conventional processes.
Further, in spite of the recent technical advancement, the conventional machining processes are inadequate to produce complex
geometries shapes in hard and temperature resistant alloy and die steels. Keeping these requirements in mind, EDM a non conventional
machining methods have been developed. The current study defines operating principles as discharging sparks, vapour, and erosion
processes using heat energy to process parts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial technology progress introduces a variety of superior
materials. These materials have better mechanical
characteristics such as higher toughness, more strength, more
hardness, and a higher melting point for example Carbon–
carbon composites are highly potential materials in aeronautical
and aerospace industries because of their favourable properties
like high strength, high service temperature, high stiffness and
low density [13–16]. However, they are difficult to machine
materials by the conventional machining methods, which limits
their use. In order to make parts of the required specifications
an appropriate machining method is to be selected. Among the
various non-conventional machining methods available, EDM
is the most widely used and successfully applied one for the
difficult to machine materials [17–19].Therefore, nontraditional manufacturing technologies such as electrical
discharge machining (EDM) need to be applied (Weller, 1984).
There is no direct contact occurs between electrode and work
piece so no stress is created in the processed material. The work
piece for processing can consist of any materials as long as the
materials have good electrical conductivity. Therefore, EDM
applies widely for processing difficult materials since it
performs with superior machining characteristics (Ho and
Newman, 2003) [7][9].

generating high temperature plasma, eroding the work piece
material [11]. Metal removal takes place as a result of the
generation of extremely high temperatures generated by the
high-intensity discharges that melt and evaporate the two
electrodes. A series of voltage pulses (Fig. 2) of magnitude
about 20 to 120 V and frequency on the order of 5 kHz is
applied between the two electrodes, which are separated by a
small gap. When the electrons and the positive ions reach the
anode and cathode, they give up their kinetic energy in the form
of heat. Temperatures of about 8000 to 12,000°C and heat
fluxes up to 1017 W/m2 are attained.

2. MECHANISM OF MATERIAL REMOVAL
IN EDM PROCESS
In EDM, the material is removed primarily through the
conversion of electrical energy into thermal energy through a
series of successive sparks between the electrode and the work
piece in a dielectric fluid. The thermal energy is consumed in

Figure 1: schematic diagram of the EDM process
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discharges. EDM performance measures such as material
removal rate, electrode tool wear, and surface finish, for the
same energy, depends on the shape of the current pulses.

Figure-2 Typical EDM pulse current train for controlled pulse
generator

With a very short duration spark of typically between 0.1 to
2000 μs the temperature of the electrodes can be raised locally
to more than their normal boiling points. Owing to the
evaporation of the dielectric, the pressure on the plasma channel
rises rapidly to values as high as 200 atmospheres. Such great
pressures prevent the evaporation of the superheated metal. At
the end of the pulse, the pressure drops suddenly and the
superheated metal evaporates explosively. Metal is thus
removed from the electrodes as shown in figure-3.

Figure-4 Voltage and Current Waveforms during EDM

Based upon the situation in the inter electrode gap, four
different electrical pulses are distinguished, namely, open
circuit pulses, sparks, arcs, and short circuits. They are
usually defined on the basis of time evolution of discharge
voltage and/or discharge current. Their effect upon material
removal and tool wear differs quite significantly.

Electrode Material
Thus the basic characteristics of electrode materials are: High
electrical conductivity – electrons are cold emitted more easily
and there is less bulk electrical heating. High thermal
conductivity – for the same heat load, the local temperature rise
would be less due to faster heat conducted to the bulk of the
tool and thus less tool wear. Higher density – for the same heat
load and same tool wear by weight there would be less volume
removal or tool wear and thus less dimensional loss or
inaccuracy. High melting point – high melting point leads to
fewer tools wear due to less tool material melting for the same
heat load and easy manufacturability The different electrode
materials which are used commonly in the industry are Graphite
,Electrolytic oxygen free copper , Tellurium copper – 99% Cu +
0.5% tellurium and Brass.

Process Parameters

Figure-3 EDM Spark Description

Discharge Voltage
The frequency of discharges or sparks usually varies between
500 and 500,000 sparks per second. With such high sparking
frequencies, the combined effects of individual sparks provide a
substantial material removal rate. The position of the tool
electrode is controlled by the servomechanism, which maintains
a constant gap width (200–500 µm) between the electrodes in
order to increase the machining efficiency through active

Discharge voltage in EDM is related to the spark gap and
breakdown strength of the dielectric. Before current can flow,
the open gap voltage increases until it creates an ionization path
through the dielectric. Once the current starts to flow, voltage
drops and stabilizes at the working gap level. The present
voltage determines the width of the spark gap between the
leading edge of the electrode and work piece. Higher voltage
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settings increase the gap, which improves the flushing
conditions and helps to stabilize the cut. MRR ˂ TWR and
surface roughness increases with increasing open circuit voltage
because electric field strength increases.

servo. This slows down cutting more than long, stable offtimes. Off-time must be greater than the deionized time to
prevent continued sparking at one point.

Peak Current
This is the amount of power used in discharge machining,
measured in units of amperage and is the most important
machining parameter in EDM. During each on-time pulse, the
current increases until it reaches a preset level, which is
expressed as the peak current. Higher currents will improve
MRR but at the cost of TWR and surface finish, fig.5 shows the
effect of current on surface.

Figure-6: Spark voltage and Time waveform

Polarity
The polarity of the electrode can be either positive or negative.
The current passing the gap creates high temperatures causing
material evaporation at both electrode spots. As the electron
processes show quicker reaction, the anode material is worn out
predominantly. This causes minimum wear to the tool
electrodes and becomes of importance under finishing
operations with shorter on-times. However while longer
discharges, the early electron process predominance changes to
positron process, resulting in high tool wear.

Frequency

Figure-5: Effect of Pulse Current on Removal Rate and Surface
Roughness

This is a measure of the number of times the current is turned
on and off. During roughing, the ‘on time’ is increased
significantly for high removal rates and fewer cycles per
second. Frequency is distinct from the duty cycle, as this is a
measure of efficiency.

Pulse On-time and Off-time

Heat-Affected Zone

Each cycle has an on-time and off-time that is expressed in
units of microseconds. Since all the work is done during ontime, the duration of these pulses and the number of cycles per
second are important. Metal removal is directly proportional to
the amount of energy applied during the on-time. The resulting
crater will be deep and broader than a crater produced by a
shorter on-time. Excessive on-times can be counterproductive
when the optimum on-time for each electrode-work material
combination is exceeded, material rate starts to decreases.

In EDM, with the temperature of the discharges reaching 8000
to 12,000°C, metallurgical changes occur in the surface layer of
the work piece. Additionally a thin recast layer of 1 μm at 5μm powers to 25 μm at high powers is formedSome annealing
of the work piece can be expected in a zone just below the
machined surface. In addition, not all the work piece material
melted by the discharge is expelled into the dielectric. The
remaining melted material is quickly chilled, primarily by heat
conduction into the bulk of the work piece, resulting in an
exceedingly hard surface.

The cycle is completed when sufficient when sufficient off-time
is allowed before the start of the next cycle. Off-time will affect
the speed and stability of the cut. Shorter the off-time, the faster
will be the machining operation. However, if the off-time is too
short, the ejected work piece material will not be swept away by
the flow of the dielectric and the fluid will not be deionized.
This will cause the next spark to be unstable. Unstable
conditions cause erratic cycling and retraction of the advancing

The depth of the annealed layer is proportional to the amount of
power used in the machining operation. It ranges from 50 μm
for finish cutting to approximately 200 μm for high metal
removal rates. The amount of annealing is usually about two
points of hardness below the parent metal for finish cutting.
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Choosing electrodes that produce more stable machining can
reduce the annealing effect.

Machining of Dies and Moulds
EDM milling uses standard cylindrical electrodes. Complex
cavities are machined by successive NC sweeps of the electrode
down to the desired depth. The simple-shaped electrode is
rotated at high speeds and follows specified paths in the work
piece like the conventional end mills. This technique is very
useful and makes EDM very versatile like the mechanical
milling process. The process solves the problem of
manufacturing accurate and complex-shaped electrodes for die
sinking of three-dimensional cavities. EDM milling enhances
dielectric flushing due to the high-speed electrode rotation. The
electrode wear can be optimized because of the rotational and
contouring motions of the electrode. The main limitation in the
EDM milling is that complex shapes with sharp corners cannot
be machined because of the rotating tool electrode. EDM
milling also replaces the conventional die making that requires
the use of a variety of machines such as milling, wire cutting,
and EDM die sinking machines.

Prototype Production

Figure-7: EDM Heat Effected Zones

Applications
EDM produces complex shapes to a high degree of accuracy in
difficult-to-machine materials such as heat-resistant alloys,
super alloys, and carbides. The incorporation of EDM within a
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system reduced the
length of time that the unit operation, without stops for
maintenance, is required. Micromachining of holes, slots, and
dies; procedures for surface deposition; modification; texturing;
milling; and mechanical pulsing are typical applications which
are shown in below diagram

Figure-8: Various Applications of EDM

EDM process is becoming a common method of making
prototype and production parts, especially in the aerospace,
automobile and electronics industries in which production
quantities are relatively low. In Sinker EDM, a graphite, copper
tungsten or pure copper electrode is machined into the desired
(negative) shape and fed into the work piece on the end of a
vertical ram.

Wire EDM
Wire EDM is a special form of EDM which uses a
continuously moving conductive wire electrode. Material
removal occurs as a result of spark erosion as the wire electrode
is fed, from a fresh wire spool, through the work piece.
Remarkable application includes the machining of super hard
materials such as polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and cubic
boron nitride (CBN) blanks, and other matrix composites.

Figure-10: Wire EDM Schematic
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The unconventional machining methods promise
formidable tasks to be undertaken and set a new record
in the manufacturing technology. These methods are
not limited by hardness, toughness and brittleness of
the material and can produce any intricate shape on
any work material by suitable control over the various
physical parameters of the process.
The surface roughness increased as the ‘peak current’
and ‘pulse on time’ increased using the reverse
polarity.
The material removal rate was found to be more using
straight polarity as compared to reverse polarity in the
process.
The scanning electron microscope study of powder
mixed electric discharge machining process showed
that the cavities produced were shallow and uniform.
NTM processes are usually well suited to be monitored
and controlled, the processing steps are reduced, the
fixtures are simplified due to their inherent non-contact
nature. In many cases, traditional manufacturing may
have reached their capability limits, while NTM is
offering the best solution.
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